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Mitchell Park Domes Historical Timeline and Reports 
Department of Administrative Services (DAS) Division of Grants & Special Projects 

Updated August 12, 2021 
 
Overview 
The following is a historical timeline that includes links to the files, reports, and other documents in the County Legislative 
Information Center (CLIC) related to the Mitchell Park Horticultural Conservatory- most commonly referred to as “The 
Domes,” presented in chronological order beginning with the creation of the Mitchell Park Domes Task Force. This timeline 
was prepared by the Milwaukee County Division of Grants & Special Projects (DAS) and includes a major contribution by a 
group of residents, former Domes Task Force members, and elected officials who represent the county and state assembly 
districts in which the Domes are located, including County Board Supervisor Sylvia Ortiz-Velez and State Representative 
Marisabel Cabrera-- Milwaukee County thanks them for their efforts related to constructing this timeline. The timeline was 
subsequently reviewed by a group of internal staff from the Parks Department, including the Director of the Mitchell Park 
Domes; Architecture, Engineering & Environmental Services (AEES) Division (DAS); and Procurement Division (DAS). 
 
Background of Safety Concerns 
In 2013, quarter-sized, sharp-edged chips began to fall from the Domes structure and Milwaukee County worked with Graef, 
a national engineering, planning, and design firm to do an inspection and make recommendations. In January of 2016, 
Milwaukee County closed the Domes to the public for over seven months over safety concerns. After reviewing several 
options, Milwaukee County moved forward with putting in place protective stainless-steel mesh as a short-term solution to 
safely re-open the Domes to the public, which must be inspected and replaced as needed. 
 
Considerations 
The independent and inter-related considerations of this project generally include physical structure (including repairs with 
manageable maintenance costs, upgrades, accessibility and code compliance, energy efficiency, and functional use); 
historical significance/historic preservation; plant care/plant health; sustainable revenue structure; public benefits (e.g. 
education, racial equity, etc.); land use/planning of Mitchell Park; and economic and workforce development. 
 

Item Name CLIC 
Location 

Date Commissioned 
By 

Produced By Key Findings 

1 Substitute Resolution 16-200, 
Item 3 

March 2016 Milwaukee 
County Board of 
Supervisors 

Milwaukee 
County Board 
of Supervisors 

- Establishes Domes Task 
Force 
 
- Set County policy to 
“pursue the repair and 
preservation of the existing 
Mitchell Park Conservatory 
Domes.” 

https://county.milwaukee.gov/en/parks/explore/the-domes
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=4294674&GUID=7AF3F925-B63D-4172-9AB2-DA8A44CE2FAF
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=2575649&GUID=68967E0F-44A1-48CA-8865-752BE724676A&Options=ID|Text|Attachments|Other|&Search=16-200
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2 2016 Update on Costs, 
Options, Community 
Engagement 

16-636, 
Item 20 

November 2016 Milwaukee 
County 
Architecture,  
Engineering & 
Environmental 
Services (AEES) 

Graef - High ($64 million) price tag 
for replacing rather than 
repairing glazing 
 
-It would cost $2,756,000 to 
clean, repair, and recoat the 
entire concrete frame for all 
3 Domes  
 
-Item Q on page 59 (not 
labeled) states that ADA 
code compliance costs 
would total $250,000 
 
- Horticultural concerns 
related to the current design 
of the domes are detailed on 
page 10 
 
- Row V on page 59 (not 
labeled) of the report 
includes an inflationary 
factor through 2019* 

3 Peer Review 16-636, 
Item 34 

March 2017 Domes Task 
Force   
 
 
Note: National 
Trust for Historic 
Preservation paid 
for this report; 
WJE Associates 
is not a 
Milwaukee 
County vendor. 

Wiss, Janney, 
Elstner (WJE) 
Associates 

- Review of 2016 Graef 
report 
 
- Emphasized that the glass 
is repairable and 
replacement is not 
necessary 
 
- Energy savings of 
insulating glass stated in 
Graef report would take 200 
years to recover 

4 Mitchell Park 
Horticultural 
Conservatory Future Path 
and Feasibility Study 
(“Phase I Report”) 

Not 
available in 
CLIC 

July 2018 Milwaukee 
County 

ConsultEcon, 
Inc. and HGA 

- Mitchell Park Horticultural 
Conservatory lacks the staff, 
programming, a relevant 
governance structure, and 
versatile spaces needed for 
success in today's market. 

https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=4878679&GUID=76A610FD-7626-424A-85A5-1109BD0F3CF4
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=4878679&GUID=76A610FD-7626-424A-85A5-1109BD0F3CF4
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=4878679&GUID=76A610FD-7626-424A-85A5-1109BD0F3CF4
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=2862809&GUID=728C247C-2D42-4585-8EDF-9B793C27DC22&Options=ID|&Search=16-636
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=5026790&GUID=852F7210-5EB6-40B8-82DC-6EC2D275A594
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=2862809&GUID=728C247C-2D42-4585-8EDF-9B793C27DC22&Options=ID|&Search=16-636
https://county.milwaukee.gov/files/county/parks-department/Planning-Dept-Documents/DomesFuturePathFeasibilityStudy-Phase1Report.pdf
https://county.milwaukee.gov/files/county/parks-department/Planning-Dept-Documents/DomesFuturePathFeasibilityStudy-Phase1Report.pdf
https://county.milwaukee.gov/files/county/parks-department/Planning-Dept-Documents/DomesFuturePathFeasibilityStudy-Phase1Report.pdf
https://county.milwaukee.gov/files/county/parks-department/Planning-Dept-Documents/DomesFuturePathFeasibilityStudy-Phase1Report.pdf
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-Outlines strategies to 
correct deferred 
maintenance; expand and 
enhance the facilities; 
augment and improve 
operations and evolve 
governance.  
 
-These improvements will 
collectively make the Domes 
more economically 
sustainable on an ongoing 
basis.  
 
-These approaches will 
require initial and ongoing 
investment by the public and 
private sectors.  
 
-The results of implementing 
a sound strategy for 
revitalization of the Mitchell 
Park Domes will bring 
substantial economic and 
community benefits to 
Milwaukee County. 

5 THE MITCHELL PARK 
HORTICULTURAL 
CONSERVATORY Future 
Path and Feasibility 
Study (“Phase II Report”) 

Not 
available in 
CLIC 

July 2018 Milwaukee 
County 

Quorum 
Architects, 
Inc., HGA, and 
ConsultEcon 

-Details public outreach 
process, which resulted in 
more than 2,400 responses 
on the suggestions 
presented in the Phase I 
report (five focus groups 
with representation from 
more than 52 
organizations/institutions, 
public meeting, comments 
via the website, etc.) 
 
- The public input suggested 
a combination of the options 

https://county.milwaukee.gov/files/county/parks-department/Planning-Dept-Documents/DomesFuturePathFeasibilityStudy-Phase2Report.pdf
https://county.milwaukee.gov/files/county/parks-department/Planning-Dept-Documents/DomesFuturePathFeasibilityStudy-Phase2Report.pdf
https://county.milwaukee.gov/files/county/parks-department/Planning-Dept-Documents/DomesFuturePathFeasibilityStudy-Phase2Report.pdf
https://county.milwaukee.gov/files/county/parks-department/Planning-Dept-Documents/DomesFuturePathFeasibilityStudy-Phase2Report.pdf
https://county.milwaukee.gov/files/county/parks-department/Planning-Dept-Documents/DomesFuturePathFeasibilityStudy-Phase2Report.pdf
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to initially address deferred 
maintenance, rehabilitate, 
and consider future 
expansion of the facilities 
and programming to improve 
the Mitchell Park Domes for 
another 50 years.  
 
-In addition, the public 
suggested that park and site 
improvements should be 
incorporated to proposed 
Phase 3 planning to 
complement the enhanced 
building programming. 

6 Phase II Report Appendix Not 
available in 
CLIC 

July 2018 Milwaukee 
County 

Quorum 
Architects, 
Inc., HGA, and 
ConsultEcon 

Presents Six Options: 
 
1. Do Nothing (will lead to 
demolition within approx. 5 years) 

 
2. Demolish the Domes, 
Retain Greenhouses (plant 
collection is valued at $3.2 
million) 
 
3. Address Deferred 
Maintenance 
 
4. Targeted Investments 
 
5A. EcoDome Destination 
Attraction 
 
5B. Adventure Dome 
Destination Attraction 
 
6A. Hybrid Redevelopment 
EcoDome Destination 
Attraction (This option is the 
same as Option 5A, with the 
exception of the Show Dome being 
replaced with a new structure.) 

https://county.milwaukee.gov/files/county/parks-department/Planning-Dept-Documents/2018-07-27MDPhase2FINALReportAppendix.pdf
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6B: Hybrid Redevelopment 
Adventure Dome Destination 
Attraction (This option is the 
same as Option 5B, with the 
exception of the Show Dome being 
replaced with a new structure.) 

7 Report: The Domes 
should evaluate its 
current admission 
practices, increase its 
monitoring of contracts, 
and establish stronger 
controls, policies, and 
procedures in order to 
position itself for success 
in the future 

19-57, Item 
21 

March 2019 Milwaukee 
County Board of 
Supervisors 

Office of the 
Comptroller, 
Audit Services 
Division 

-19 recommendations to 
improve operations and 
future revenue streams at 
the Domes 

8 Usage of Historic Tax 
Credits at Mitchell Park 
Domes 
 

19-55, Item 
3 

March 2019 Milwaukee 
County Board of 
Supervisors 

National Trust 
for Historic 
Preservation 

-Informational report from 
the National Trust for 
Historic Preservation 
regarding historic tax credits 
and potential applicability to 
the Milwaukee County 
Domes 

9 Phase III Report (no title), 
159 pages 

Not 
available in 
CLIC 

August 2019 Milwaukee 
County 

ArtsMarket, 
Engberg 
Anderson 
Architects, 
Saikia Design, 
Preserve, LLC, 
and Durkin 
Associates  

- Plan proposes a 
redevelopment of the entire 
park and doing “historic 
rehabilitation” on the Domes 
 
- Recommends “changing, 
diverse programming and 
major touring exhibitions 
that will draw thousands”. 
 
-Estimates creation of 300 
jobs (combined impact of 
this direct 
employment along with the 
indirect and induced 
employment is 596 FTE), 
with a total economic 
impact of just under 

https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=6996629&GUID=35C4AF72-31E8-4A6C-AFA8-EE500C8E4467
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=6996629&GUID=35C4AF72-31E8-4A6C-AFA8-EE500C8E4467
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=6996629&GUID=35C4AF72-31E8-4A6C-AFA8-EE500C8E4467
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=6996629&GUID=35C4AF72-31E8-4A6C-AFA8-EE500C8E4467
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=6996629&GUID=35C4AF72-31E8-4A6C-AFA8-EE500C8E4467
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=6996629&GUID=35C4AF72-31E8-4A6C-AFA8-EE500C8E4467
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=6996629&GUID=35C4AF72-31E8-4A6C-AFA8-EE500C8E4467
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=6996629&GUID=35C4AF72-31E8-4A6C-AFA8-EE500C8E4467
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=6996629&GUID=35C4AF72-31E8-4A6C-AFA8-EE500C8E4467
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=6996629&GUID=35C4AF72-31E8-4A6C-AFA8-EE500C8E4467
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/MeetingDetail.aspx?ID=656147&GUID=93C0F005-AEE3-4857-98BB-EF1B60D8920E&Options=ID|Text|Attachments|&Search=domes
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=6967290&GUID=ED613CFE-41D6-4F57-BAF3-E887F7CEAB25
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=6967290&GUID=ED613CFE-41D6-4F57-BAF3-E887F7CEAB25
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=6967290&GUID=ED613CFE-41D6-4F57-BAF3-E887F7CEAB25
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/MeetingDetail.aspx?ID=680121&GUID=2EDA8423-00D4-481F-B0E8-9CBC8780A389&Options=ID|Text|Attachments|&Search=domes
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and $16 million/yr (it is not 
clear what the calculations 
are to reach these 
estimates)  
 
- Estimates total investment 
of $66 million incl. $13.5 
million from County and $39 
million from Tax Credits and 
Opportunity Zone 
Improvements 

10 Precast Concrete Frame 
Testing [Report] 

Domes 
Archive- 
File 19-102 

August 2019 Milwaukee 
County DAS 

Pierce 
Engineers 

- Wall delaminations are 
minor 
 
- Concrete is in reasonably 
good condition 
 
- Concrete frame can last 
several more decades if a 
few maintenance 
interventions are included in 
future glazing replacement 
 
Note: There are additional 
safety considerations to the 
concrete frame. Small pieces of 
concrete falling from heights 
up to 85 feet (seven stories) 
could cause serious injury and 
is a significant liability (see 
cost estimate in Item 2). 

11 A New Urban Botanical 
Park and Conservatory 
(Final Domes Task Force 
Plan, 137 pages) 
 
Note: The final plan by the 
Task Force is highly similar 
to the Phase III report (Item 
9 in the timeline). 

19-677, 
Item 3 

September 
2019 

Domes Task 
Force  

ArtsMarket, 
Engberg 
Anderson 
Architects, 
Saikia Design, 
Preserve, LLC, 
and Durkin 
Associates 

- Plan proposes a 
redevelopment of the entire 
park while preserving the 
Domes using Historic Tax 
Credits 
 
- Estimates creation of 300 
jobs and $16 million/yr in 
economic impact 
 

https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=3834867&GUID=196C2325-03D7-41BC-96CD-8A1D18E8A059&Options=Attachments|&Search=final+structural
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=3834867&GUID=196C2325-03D7-41BC-96CD-8A1D18E8A059&Options=Attachments|&Search=final+structural
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=3834867&GUID=196C2325-03D7-41BC-96CD-8A1D18E8A059&Options=Attachments|&Search=final+structural
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=7614133&GUID=96F07E13-DCEA-4AB0-84E0-6CDA2694F629
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=7614133&GUID=96F07E13-DCEA-4AB0-84E0-6CDA2694F629
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=4094693&GUID=DA25B76E-8A15-41BB-8CC4-4957EA84303A&Options=ID%7C&Search=19-677
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- Estimates total investment 
of $66 million incl. $13 
million from County 

12 OCC Independent Legal 
Analysis of 
Recommendations of the 
Domes Task Force  
 

19-736 September 
2019 

Domes Task 
Force, 
Milwaukee 
County Board of 
Supervisors 

Office of the 
Corporation 
Counsel 

-Preliminary thoughts in 
response to eight specific 
questions asked by the 
Domes Task Force (not a 
final legal analysis), 
including: 
1. Whether creation of a 
non-profit corporation to 
operate the Domes is 
possible;  
2. Whether Milwaukee 
County is eligible for historic 
or new market tax credits;  
3. Whether Milwaukee 
County can mandate wages 
for labor described in the 
plan;  
4. Whether the proposed tax 
credits are feasible;  
5. An opinion on the 
required legal contracts to 
move the project forward, 
and how they will 
coordinate with or be 
managed; and 
6. Assessment of potential 
impacts to the existing Zilli 
arrangement. 
(Two additional questions 
were addressed within the 
context of other responses.) 
 
-OCC states that probing 
whether the projections, 
funding sources, and funding 
estimates contained in the 
plan are realistic is an 

https://milwaukeecountywi.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/GrantsSpecialProjects/EeU-QEif-KJPi-g8eNvPEzgBsdXoilIM5sg_rXrMJ2oSlw?email=Nichole.Todd%40milwaukeecountywi.gov&e=5JsaI5
https://milwaukeecountywi.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/GrantsSpecialProjects/EeU-QEif-KJPi-g8eNvPEzgBsdXoilIM5sg_rXrMJ2oSlw?email=Nichole.Todd%40milwaukeecountywi.gov&e=5JsaI5
https://milwaukeecountywi.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/GrantsSpecialProjects/EeU-QEif-KJPi-g8eNvPEzgBsdXoilIM5sg_rXrMJ2oSlw?email=Nichole.Todd%40milwaukeecountywi.gov&e=5JsaI5
https://milwaukeecountywi.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/GrantsSpecialProjects/EeU-QEif-KJPi-g8eNvPEzgBsdXoilIM5sg_rXrMJ2oSlw?email=Nichole.Todd%40milwaukeecountywi.gov&e=5JsaI5
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essential next step. 
 
-Additionally, OCC states 
that the plan does not 
identify “a fiscally-
sustainable, likely to 
succeed, operationalizable, 
detailed business plan to 
market to potential private 
sector partners and granting 
entities”. 

13 Glazing System 
Investigation Part I- 
Assessment 

Domes 
Archive- 
File 19-102 

December 2019 Milwaukee 
County DAS 

ZS 
Architectural 
Engineering 

- Presents 3 options for 
(ONLY) glazing repair for all 
3 Domes from $18,845,000-
$19,500,000 total 
 
- All options provide life 
span far in excess of 20-year 
system warranty 

14 Status of Implementing 
Dept. of Audit Report 
Recommendations  
 

21-233  March 2021 Milwaukee 
County Board of 
Supervisors 

Office of the 
Comptroller, 
Audit Services 
Division 

-Updates regarding the 
status of the 19 
recommendations to 
improve operations and 
future revenue streams at 
the Domes (see item 4) 

15 Information about the 
partnership between the 
Milwaukee Public 
Museum and Milwaukee 
County and if a similar 
arrangement is possible 
between the Mitchell 
Park Horticultural 
Conservatory and 
Milwaukee County 

Appendix 
A 

March 2021 Supervisor 
Ortiz-Velez 

State of 
Wisconsin 
Legislative 
Reference 
Bureau (LRB) 

-The statutes do not appear 
to prevent Milwaukee 
County from managing the 
conservatory in the same 
way as it does the 
Milwaukee Public Museum 
per the County’s home rule 
authority under Wis. Stat. § 
59.03 (1) 

16 [To come] Glazing 
System Investigation Part 
II- Study of Glazing 
Mock-up and Water 
Testing 

--- Anticipated in 
December 2021 

Milwaukee 
County 

ZS 
Architectural 
Engineering + 
SuperSky 

--- 

https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=3834867&GUID=196C2325-03D7-41BC-96CD-8A1D18E8A059&Options=Attachments|&Search=final+structural
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=3834867&GUID=196C2325-03D7-41BC-96CD-8A1D18E8A059&Options=Attachments|&Search=final+structural
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=3834867&GUID=196C2325-03D7-41BC-96CD-8A1D18E8A059&Options=Attachments|&Search=final+structural
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=9233731&GUID=EF23B06A-527C-4935-AD84-5BE9BE2F43A3
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17 Mitchell Park 
Horticultural 
Conservatory Facility 
Improvements Request 
(Horticulturalist Team) 
August 5, 2021.docx 

Appendix B August 2021 GSP The Domes 
Horticultural 
Experts 

-Horticulturalists 
recommend a number of 
structural and operational 
improvements to benefit the 
plants and increase 
efficiency and safety 

18 [To come] Updated cost 
estimates to the 2016 
Graef report 

--- Anticipated in 
November 2021 

GSP Graef --- 

*AE&ES has requested a proposal from Graef to update the cost estimates in the 2016 technical report to go through 2024.  
 
Reports:  
 
File 16-200 Additional funding request for protective netting and long-term planning costs related to existing capital project 
WP49001 - Mitchell Park Domes (March 2016) 
 Substitute Resolution (Item 3) by former Chairman Lipscomb, and Supervisor Broderick  

o Creates the Domes Task Force  
o Establishes the Domes Task Force and set County policy to “pursue the repair and preservation of the 

existing Mitchell Park Conservatory Domes.” 
o Includes a resolution establishing $500,000 for netting repair 

 
File 16-636 Informational reports relating to the Milwaukee County Task Force on the Mitchell Park Conservatory Domes, 
authorized by adopted File Number 16-200.  
 Domes Task Force meets for the first time on August 12, 2016  
 Item 13: MITCHELL PARK DOMES PLANNING FUNDS UPDATE (November 2016) 

o The existing contract is executed with Graef, Inc. and is focused on initial planning and outreach efforts. 
The contract does not include facility programming or design, which would come in future work associated 
with the long-term planning effort. 

 
Item 20: 2016 UPDATE ON COSTS, OPTIONS, COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT (December 2016) 

o Summary: 
 Prepared by Graef, Commissioned by Milwaukee County 
 Established the high price tag on the Domes because it required replacement rather than re-glazing 
 Report offers an “Option R: Replace All Glass – Install New Façade – Rebuild Concrete Frame per 

Original Construction” at a cost estimate of $64 million, to last for 50 years. (This option is not 
consistent with Resolution 16-200) 

 
Item 23: COST OPTIONS COMPARISONS 2016 (Revised: January 2017) 

https://milwaukeecountywi-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/nichole_todd_milwaukeecountywi_gov/ETh3McXAkStMo1siqRRJFokBm6e6PKNI0RPB1gvDnt6Kog?e=KhFV49
https://milwaukeecountywi-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/nichole_todd_milwaukeecountywi_gov/ETh3McXAkStMo1siqRRJFokBm6e6PKNI0RPB1gvDnt6Kog?e=KhFV49
https://milwaukeecountywi-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/nichole_todd_milwaukeecountywi_gov/ETh3McXAkStMo1siqRRJFokBm6e6PKNI0RPB1gvDnt6Kog?e=KhFV49
https://milwaukeecountywi-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/nichole_todd_milwaukeecountywi_gov/ETh3McXAkStMo1siqRRJFokBm6e6PKNI0RPB1gvDnt6Kog?e=KhFV49
https://milwaukeecountywi-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/nichole_todd_milwaukeecountywi_gov/ETh3McXAkStMo1siqRRJFokBm6e6PKNI0RPB1gvDnt6Kog?e=KhFV49
https://milwaukeecountywi-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/nichole_todd_milwaukeecountywi_gov/ETh3McXAkStMo1siqRRJFokBm6e6PKNI0RPB1gvDnt6Kog?e=KhFV49
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=2575649&GUID=68967E0F-44A1-48CA-8865-752BE724676A&Options=ID|Text|Attachments|Other|&Search=16-200
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=4294674&GUID=7AF3F925-B63D-4172-9AB2-DA8A44CE2FAF
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=2862809&GUID=728C247C-2D42-4585-8EDF-9B793C27DC22
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=4803866&GUID=D8720C63-D456-4878-9052-EE08A3F807E8
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=4878679&GUID=76A610FD-7626-424A-85A5-1109BD0F3CF4
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=4878679&GUID=76A610FD-7626-424A-85A5-1109BD0F3CF4
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=4911740&GUID=2E2EA879-92BA-4E06-9FA8-E4B9B0654827
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o Slide 59: Survey shows 64% favor repair 
 
File 16-636 Item 34: “Mitchell Park Domes Peer Review Final (March 2017) and Item 35: “Peer Review Electronic 
Presentation (March 2017)  
The National Trust for Historic Preservation sponsored Wiss, Janney, Elstner (WJE) peer review of Graef replace and repair 
options reports. 

o Summary 
 WJE has extensive national experience in historic preservation  
 Provided an analysis based on Graef reports 
 WJE provides a summary of options 1-5 + R and corresponding expenses on Page 26: 

o Options 2 through 4 use coated insulating glass at a cost of approximately three to four times the 
repair cost of Option 1  

o Difference between Options 1 and 2 is the replacement of all wired glass with coated insulating 
glass ($24 million additional)  

 Insulating glass is not recommended, as it is not beneficial to plant life (based on 
horticulturists) 
 The energy efficiency savings of insulating glass would take nearly 200 years to recover 

 Lists all the Graef reports available at that time (p. 18 of PDF, p. 15 of report) 
 Item 43: The County and Graef review the WJE Peer Review  
 Item 44: WJE response to Graef review 

 
Item 82: 16-363 Future Path and Feasibility Presentation Revised (December 2017) 

 Among many conclusions the report establishes that there are several opportunities for targeted 
investments, with a modest investment returning a modest to significant impact. (Page 9) 

 Establishes that seeking partnerships to broaden the audience of the Conservatory that bring expertise, 
programming capabilities and funding related to topics that have a natural synergy with the 
horticultural mission of the Domes vision is a modest investment with a significant impact. (Page 13 to 
15) 

 Established a model which would provide pivotal for the Arts Market report later on. 

Option Estimated Cost Estimated Life Maintenance Wire Mesh 
1 $14 million 5-10 years Very High Remains 
2 $38 million 15-20 years High Remains 
3 $47 million 25-30 years High Remains 
4 $54 million 25-30 years High Removed 
5 $50 million 50 years Normal Removed 
R $64 million 50 years Normal Removed 

https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=2862809&GUID=728C247C-2D42-4585-8EDF-9B793C27DC22&Options=ID|&Search=16-636
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=5026790&GUID=852F7210-5EB6-40B8-82DC-6EC2D275A594
https://milwaukeecountywi-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nichole_todd_milwaukeecountywi_gov/Documents/2021%20Grant%20Agreement%20Template.docx
https://milwaukeecountywi-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nichole_todd_milwaukeecountywi_gov/Documents/2021%20Grant%20Agreement%20Template.docx
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=5132818&GUID=BE1238F6-676B-4F0F-BC63-4E09C8441E3D
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=5148663&GUID=D635DBFD-4EA5-4AF7-B73A-F977B196C959
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=5686194&GUID=EDAF66FE-53B1-40D2-B8AE-469C2CD070A8
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o Considers an additional 5 other Domes options ranging from $14M (to last 5 to 10 years with 
high maintenance) to $54M (to last 25 to 30 years with high maintenance.) 

o See more recent reports/estimates by WJE, ZS Engineering, and Pierce Engineers. 
 
File 18-164  Phases I & II (Feasibility Study Research and Analysis & Community Outreach, 2016-2018) 
Item 39: Domes Future Path and Feasibility Study Corrected (August 2018)  

 Quorum Architects surveyed the public and found that over 70% of the 2,300+ participants are interested in having 
Milwaukee County lead a process toward restoring, redeveloping, and improving the Domes into a destination 
attraction for Milwaukee County for generations to come. 

 Concludes the lack of supportive spaces including classrooms, offices, appropriately sized and outfitted retail and 
food service space limits the Domes effectiveness as public attractions. 

 Market research and comparable facilities analyses indicate that there are several approaches to achieving a robust 
future for the Domes. 

 The Task Force agreed that at the very least repair of the Domes must be accompanied with a mix of physical 
improvements, operational improvements, and governance changes.  

 The Task Force accepted the consultants’ conclusion that rebuilding or replication of the Domes would not merit the 
cost due to their finding that a new conservatory alone would not increase the Domes revenue enough.  

File 19-55 Memo on the Use of Historic Tax Credits (February 2019) 
A memo and a presentation regarding the use of Historic Tax Credits for the restoration of the Domes, drafted by 
internationally renowned firm Nixon Peabody, for the National Trust for Historic Preservation.  
 19-55 - Microsoft PowerPoint – Domes Historic Tax Credits NTHP_021919 (Item 2) 
 19-55   Microsoft Word - NTHP cover memo to NixonPeabody HTC memo_FINAL (Item 1) 

o It may be possible to utilize federal HTCs to help fund rehabilitation of the Domes. 
o There are many examples of government-owned properties around the country that have successfully utilized 

Historic Tax Credits to support large rehabilitation projects. 
o Federal HTCs could provide several million dollars of project equity, depending upon the total rehabilitation 

cost. 
o Federal HTCs would likely not be available if one or more Domes are demolished, partially demolished, or 

rebuilt. 
o Public-private partnerships would be necessary in order for the County to take advantage of the Federal HTCs. 

 
File 19-102 2019 Informational file for the Domes Task Force 
There are 83 informational reports attached to the file pertinent to 2019 Domes Task Force activities. Of special importance 
are reports and presentations from Gallagher (Milwaukee Public Museum), ArtsMarket, and public comments. However, 
many of the reports are duplicates, some are meeting minutes, and many are Domes Task Force meetings audio recordings. 
 
File 19-677 Phase III – Task Force Report & Recommendations (September 2019) 

https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=5026790&GUID=852F7210-5EB6-40B8-82DC-6EC2D275A594
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=3343423&GUID=8A09173F-030C-4008-925E-0396DE027049&Options=ID|&Search=18-164
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=6428044&GUID=70584F71-B44B-4F66-96A1-3AF66B5D4107
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=3822750&GUID=0BF5AF3D-DAFE-4A28-BC6B-AC7CB8629453&Options=ID|&Search=19-55
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=7047898&GUID=88855F9B-E841-4E0A-A6CE-E37D74B2C811
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=6967290&GUID=ED613CFE-41D6-4F57-BAF3-E887F7CEAB25
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=3834867&GUID=196C2325-03D7-41BC-96CD-8A1D18E8A059&Options=ID|&Search=19-102
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=4094693&GUID=DA25B76E-8A15-41BB-8CC4-4957EA84303A&Options=ID|&Search=19-677
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 19-677 (Item 3), A2 - Future Path and Feasibility Study – Phase 3 Report (137 Pages) 
o The plan is a preservation solution that creates a New Urban Botanical Park and Conservatory 
o Concludes “The Domes are historically important for their architecture and engineering. There is no other 

structure like them anywhere in the world. They will be rehabilitated for the next 50 years, with important 
added elements to enhance the visitor experience.” 

o Plan is an economic engine for the neighborhood, sustaining 300 quality jobs and a hub for workforce 
development. 

o Will stimulate an annual economic impact of just under $16 million a year in combined on-site and off-site jobs 
and spending. 

o Within 10 years the economic impact of the plan totals $160 million.   
o Report includes a draft application for listing on the National Register of Historic Places 

 
 19-677 (Item 2 dated September 5, 2018) Memo from Deputy Corporation Counsel Paul Kuglitch 

o Concludes that any future plan options considering demolition of any or all of the Domes was inconsistent 
with the County Board Resolution establishing the Domes Task Force (16-200) 

 19-677 (Item 5) ArtsMarket Appendix  
o Addresses questions from the Milwaukee County Parks Department. 

 
Technical Reports (Concrete, Glazing, WJE Peer Review) 
The last meeting of the Domes Task Force was in August 2019, before the Concrete and Glazing reports were finalized. Both 
of these reports were commissioned by Milwaukee County. The reports do not appear to be available on CLIC, but MPA is 
able to provide (see Appendix C). 
 
 Concrete Reports (August 2019) 

o Wall delaminations are minor 
o Concrete members are sound with good design strength and not showing signs of progressive deterioration 

from any of the common distress mechanisms. 
o Concrete frame can last several more decades if a few maintenance interventions are included in future 

glazing replacement 
 

 Glazing Assessment- Two Parts (December 2019) 
o Presents 3 options for glazing repair for all 3 domes from $18,845,000-$19,500,000 total 
o All options provide life span far in excess of 20-year system warranty 
o The second and third options are the options that would most preserve the exterior appearance of the 

Domes.  
o Implementation of any of these repair concepts will provide a new extended life for the Domes 
o This report does not include additional structural considerations or costs related to falling pieces of 

concrete 

https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=7614133&GUID=96F07E13-DCEA-4AB0-84E0-6CDA2694F629
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=7614132&GUID=2B762EE1-54BD-401C-A7F1-2ED9887B310B
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=4294674&GUID=7AF3F925-B63D-4172-9AB2-DA8A44CE2FAF
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=7715508&GUID=F90E9003-BECC-4BC3-AD24-DE9B66C572FC
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o Glazing System Investigation Part II- Study of Glazing Mock-up and Water Testing to be completed by
December of 2021

The work of the Domes Task Force concluded in the third quarter of 2019, forwarding a plan drafted by ArtsMarket to the 
County Board. The County Board subsequently approved $107,998 (1A008) in the 2020 Budget to pursue further planning for 
the Domes following the recommendations made by the Task Force. Additionally the County Board transferred $50,000 (19-
802) for the purpose of completing due diligence by the Office of the Comptroller related to the plan recommended by the 
Task Force. Those funds were lost at the end of the year (2020). However, funds were once again approved in the 2021 
budget. The County Board approved $75,000 in the 2021 budget (1A020) for the exploration of potential funding sources for 
the repair and restoration of the Mitchell Park Horticultural Conservatory (Domes). 

https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=7834442&GUID=BB3036E1-CABD-489B-87F0-C675716CE94A
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=4165970&GUID=1434A08D-4033-400B-B4AF-967F15CC9D2A&Options=ID%7CText%7C&Search=Domes+Task+Force
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=4165970&GUID=1434A08D-4033-400B-B4AF-967F15CC9D2A&Options=ID%7CText%7C&Search=Domes+Task+Force
https://milwaukeecounty.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=8886761&GUID=9D94B61E-A5C0-4E59-9B24-974E0E2C4F38
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TO:      Representative Sylvia Ortiz-Velez 

FROM:     Staci Duros, legislative analyst 

DATE:     March 16, 2021 

SUBJECT:    Milwaukee Public Museum 

 

You requested information about the partnership between the Milwaukee Public Museum and 

Milwaukee County. Specifically, you wanted to know how the partnership works and if a similar 

arrangement is possible between the Mitchell Park Horticultural Conservatory and Milwaukee 

County.  

Milwaukee Public Museum 

In Wisconsin, any county may acquire, establish, expand, own, operate, and maintain a public 

museum in the county and appropriate money for such purposes.1 The term “public museum” is 

not defined. Currently, Milwaukee County retains ownership of the Milwaukee Public Museum’s 

collections, museum facilities, and land, while the museum’s operational management and 

collections care is performed by the Milwaukee Public Museum, Inc. (MPMI), a not-for-profit 

corporation and a 501 (c) (3) organization2 formed in 1991 specifically for the purpose of 

managing the museum.3 Under the most recent Leasing and Management Agreement, signed in 

2013, Milwaukee County “owns the current museum building at 800 West Wells Street and all of 

the artifacts, exhibits, and other items of historical or scientific value or significance owned or 

held by the County and used or intended to be used for exhibition, display, education or 

                                                 
1 Wis. Stat. § 59.56 (2). 
2 Under 26 U.S. C. § 501 (c) (3), certain entities “organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable, 

scientific, testing for public safety, literary, or educational purposes” are exempt from federal income tax. To qualify 

for exemption as a 501 (c) (3) organization, organizations must file an application with, and be recognized by, the 

Internal Revenue Service. For more information on 501 (c) (3) status, see Internal Revenue Service, Applying for 

501(c)(3) Tax-Exempt Status, Publication 4220 (March 2018). 
3 Milwaukee Public Museum, Strategic Plan 2018-2022 (November 20, 2019), 3. The operating history of MPMI as 

a corporation can be found in Scott Walker, Milwaukee County: 2010 Adopted Budget, 381. 

https://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/document/statutes/59.56(2)
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/26/501
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p4220.pdf
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p4220.pdf
https://www.mpm.edu/sites/default/files/files%20and%20dox/president/Strategic%20Plan%202018%20-%202022_for%20web.pdf
https://county.milwaukee.gov/files/county/administrative-services/PSB/BudgetsCopy-1/Previous-Years/2010AdoptedOperatingBudget.pdf
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research” and leases “the current building, the personal property, and the artifacts” to MPMI, 

whose primary responsibility is to “manag[e] and operat[e]” the museum.4 The initial term of 

this agreement is through December 31, 2022, and the agreement can be automatically extended 

for four successive periods of five years each through December 31, 2042.5 The agreement also 

includes financial support from Milwaukee County in the form of an annual operating 

contribution. For the last four years, the county’s annual contribution was $3,500,000.6  

In 1993, the Wisconsin Supreme Court decided a case that is relevant to this discussion and 

sheds light on the second question that this memorandum discusses—whether a similar 

arrangement is possible between the Mitchell Park Horticultural Conservatory and Milwaukee 

County. In Hart v. Ament, a group of Milwaukee County taxpayers challenged Milwaukee 

County’s authority to enter into a lease and management agreement with MPMI that transferred 

operational management from the county itself to MPMI.7 The court upheld the county’s 

authority under three specific statutory provisions: a county’s home rule authority under Wis. 

Stat. § 59.025 (1991), a county’s authority to convey county property under § 59.07 (1) (1991), 

and a county’s authority to establish and maintain a public museum under § 59.07 (33) (1991).8 

These provisions have since been renumbered—to Wis. Stat. § 59.03 (1), Wis. Stat. § 59.52 (6), 

and Wis. Stat. § 59.56 (2), respectively—but their substance remains largely unchanged. 

A county’s home rule authority under Wis. Stat. § 59.03 (1) allows every county to “exercise any 

organizational or administrative power, subject only to the constitution and to any enactment of 

the legislature.” Additionally, a county’s home rule authority must be “liberally construed in 

favor of the rights, powers and privileges of counties to exercise any organizational or 

administrative power” to “give counties the largest measure of self-government.”9 A county also 

has the authority to acquire, control, and transfer property under Wis. Stat. § 59.52 (6). 

Paragraph (a) of this statute allows a county board to acquire property, par. (b) allows it to 

“[m]ake all orders concerning county property,” and par. (c) allows it to “lease, sell or convey or 

contract to sell or convey any county property” except for property that is “donated and required 

to be held for a special purpose.” Lastly, Wis. Stat. § 59.56 (2) permits a county to operate and 

maintain a public museum. The court concluded that Milwaukee County had the statutory 

authority to enter into a lease and management agreement with MPMI that transferred 

operational management from the county itself to MPMI.10 

 

                                                 
4 Milwaukee County, 2021 Adopted Operating Budget (October 2020), 404. 
5 Id. 
6 Milwaukee County, 2021 Adopted Operating Budget (October 2020), 406. The county’s annual operating 

contribution amount is based on MPM meeting operating and financial goals outlined in the agreement; if these 

goals are not met, the county may reduce its annual operating contribution for the subsequent year (Id., Footnote 2). 
7 Hart v. Ament, 176 Wis. 2d 694 (1993). 
8 Id., at 701. 
9 Wis. Stat. § 59.04. 
10 Hart v. Ament, 176 Wis. 2d 694, 704 (1993). 

https://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/document/statutes/59.03(1)
https://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/document/statutes/59.52(6)
https://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/document/statutes/59.56(2)
https://county.milwaukee.gov/files/county/administrative-services/PSB/BudgetsCopy-1/2021-Budget/2021-Adopted-Budget/2021AdoptedBudgetDocument.pdf
https://county.milwaukee.gov/files/county/administrative-services/PSB/BudgetsCopy-1/2021-Budget/2021-Adopted-Budget/2021AdoptedBudgetDocument.pdf
https://law.justia.com/cases/wisconsin/supreme-court/1993/92-1720-9.html
https://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/document/statutes/59.04
https://law.justia.com/cases/wisconsin/supreme-court/1993/92-1720-9.html
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Mitchell Park Horticultural Conservatory 

Currently, the Mitchell Park Horticultural Conservatory is owned and operated by the 

Milwaukee County Park System, a department of Milwaukee County. The statutes do not appear 

to prevent Milwaukee County from managing the conservatory in the same way as it does the 

Milwaukee Public Museum. 

I hope that you find this information useful. Please let me know if I can provide any additional 

assistance. 
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MEMO 
To: Nichole Todd, Grants & Special Projects Division 
CC: Jim Tarantino, Director of Recreation & Business Services, Milwaukee County Parks Dept. 
From: Doris Maki, Horticultural Services Director, Milwaukee County Parks Dept. 
Date: August 5, 2021 
Re: Domes Facility Improvements for Domes Project Planning 

The Mitchell Park Horticultural Conservatory, also known as The Domes, has a horticultural 
team comprised of a supervisor and six horticulturists who oversee and maintain the 
permanent plant collections, rotating floral exhibits, and greenhouse growing operations. There 
is one horticulturist assigned to each dome (Show Dome, Desert, and Tropical), two 
horticulturists for the greenhouses, and one rotating/outdoor gardens horticulturist. Below are 
recommendations from the horticulture staff for needed facility services and improvements 
with the focus on plant care and horticultural operations, divided into operational and 
structural: 

Operational 

1) Create one new full-time park maintenance worker with the focus on conservatory and 
greenhouse maintenance. This new position would have access to the knowledge and 
skills required to ensure the longevity of our systems and facility inputs from existing 
staff.  

2) Current rotating floral exhibits (5) in the Show Dome are extremely labor intensive. We 
propose a more integrated dynamic floral display. This would open the opportunity to 
invest in permanent, high quality, aesthetically pleasing features such as raised beds, 
green walls, water features, sculptures, and the ability to hang props and art above 
beds. Relieving the labor intensiveness of show change would also give horticulturists 
the opportunity to invest more time in intricate design for a more polished professional 
look.   

 
Structural  

1) Repair and replace the domes’ glass structures in order to eliminate leaks. Leaks present 
a slipping hazard to the public as well as employees in all three Domes. They cause 
damage to floral exhibits in the Show Dome, plant collections in the Desert Dome, and 
events and display items throughout. 

2) Update fertilization system with easier access. Our current system is inadequate and 
most assuredly has an inaccessible sedimentary buildup within it. All plumbing inside 
each Dome must be replaced and/or updated to keep up with proper maintenance of 
the plants. A modern injector fertilization system like the one installed in the 
greenhouse complex would be suitable for each Dome. 



3)  Update Climate Control System. Our current system is for commercial buildings and not 
ideal for a horticultural conservatory. It overheats catwalks in the Tropical Dome and 
temperatures fluctuate unreliably for all three Domes.  

4) Widen paths for better access. Current walkways/paths inside the Desert and Tropical 
Dome are narrow and sloped making it difficult to maneuver equipment needed for 
periodic pruning and replacements. Permanent paths with a raised edge to replace 
current perimeter walkway and woodchipped temporary paths. All paths to be ADA 
compliant. 

5) Widen doorways/frames. The doorways into the Domes are small which increases the 
difficulty in access for maneuvering boom lifts and forklifts required for plant 
maintenance.  

6) Add access doorway for compost waste. It is not efficient or professional for staff to haul 
their plant debris from the Tropical Dome, Arid Dome, or greenhouses through the 
public lobby to get to the compost dumpster behind the Show Dome.  A better design 
would have a way for staff to dispose of the debris right out the back door of each 
dome.  

7) The Transition Greenhouse needs updating, including replacing and resealing the glass, 
and adding shade cloth for the orchid room and portion of the transition house for the 
Tropical Dome. 

8) Address the large perimeter stone walls, which are causing lighting issues in the Desert 
and especially in the Tropical Dome. The lack of sunlight close to these walls causes 
challenging conditions and compromises to plant growth. 

9) The current misting irrigation system in the Tropical Dome is old and needs upgrading. 
This would be greatly beneficial to the large specimen trees in the collection. 

10) Irrigation access for planting bed should be installed by the roadside digital sign. Curb 
access for front circle bed and a permanent edging/ walk is needed for the circle bed. 

11) Storage space is greatly needed for the domes and greenhouses. Supplies in close 
proximity to the domes structures themselves will assist in lessening the staff time and 
effort needed to transport materials back and forth from the greenhouses to the 
conservatory. Storage is also needed to house all the rental furniture and/or equipment 
currently stored in the greenhouse complex, which is used to accommodate rentals due 
to our long-term agreement with ZHG. Friend of the Domes (FOD) can also benefit from 
additional storage as their supplies and special event props and materials are currently 
stored in the Domes basement and more space is needed as they continue to grow as 
an organization and currently manage the Gift Shop and Education Center. 
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IDENTIFIED SUB-CONSULTANTS 



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Pierce Engineers and a team of sub-consultants performed materials testing on the precast concrete frame and a 

foundation condition assessment of the Show Dome at the Mitchell Park Horticultural Conservatory.  The assessment 

work was performed May 16 to June 3 of 2019. The assessment of other domes is not part of the scope of this report.   

 

Methodology:  Sampling locations were selected by team to represent the varied conditions of the precast concrete 

frame.  See Appendix A for photographs of locations.   

• Geotechnical Analysis: The bearing capacity of the pavers was performed prior to the introduction of the 

telescoping man lifts on to the paver paths, see appendix B for lift information.   

• Structure Survey:  Two surveys (pre and post of materials sampling operations) performed by Burse Surveying 

& Engineering, Inc., using a total station, no movement was detected, see appendix D  

• Foundation Overview & Condition Assessment:  The foundation of the show dome is a pair of concentric rings, 

see plan S101. Pierce Engineers’ condition assessment of the concrete foundation used visual assessment, 

sounding, and sonic / ultrasonic testing.  Delamination soundings are denoted in the foundation plan survey 

& photos attached in appendix D.  Concrete wall delamination are minor, most due to low concrete cover.  

Repair of all concrete wall and slab delaminations can be accomplished by conventional repair methods.   

• Precast Concrete Frame Testing:  Vector Corrosion Services (VCS) performed a corrosion and material 

evaluation of the concrete frame while NDT Corporation conducted a non-destructive evaluation of the 

concrete elements. The focus of the evaluation was to identify the extent of concrete deterioration that cannot 

be observed through tactile inspection alone.  This includes corrosion activity, concrete degradation, concrete 

strength, condition of grout pockets, and weld plates.  Testing included the following; Ground penetrating 

radar (GPR), Electrical continuity, Corrosion Potential Survey, Sonic/Ultrasonic Measurements, Concrete 

Material Sampling testing for chloride and carbonation, along with exposing two joint locations by grout 

removal.  VCS’ report states the following with regard to concrete frame corrosion: “Overall, the findings 

indicate that the SHOW DOME concrete frame is in reasonably good condition.  Concrete members are 

sound, it has good design strength, and is not showing signs of progressive deterioration from any of the 

common distress mechanisms (corrosion, reactive aggregate, freeze-thaw, chemical attack).  The problems 

identified stem from initial design and construction.  So, if the representative areas tested are actually 

representative of the overall conditions, the SHOW DOME concrete frame can last several more decades if a 

few maintenance interventions are included in any future glazing replacement effort.  There really is no 

deterioration mechanism other than the very mild corrosion found that should shorten the life of the SHOW 

DOME.”  In Appendix F, VCS presents full description of testing including data collected, an interpretation of 

results including a summary of findings, recommended concrete frame maintenance and application of 

findings to other domes 



 

INTRODUCTION 

Pierce Engineers and a team of sub-consultants performed materials testing on the precast concrete frame and a 

foundation condition assessment of the Show Dome at the Mitchell Park Horticultural Conservatory, 524 S. Layton 

Blvd., Milwaukee, Wi 53215.  The assessment work was performed May 16 to June 3 of 2019.   

 

The consultant team consisted of the following entities: 

• Pierce Engineers (PE)    Restoration Consultant 

• Vector Corrosion Services (VCS)   Corrosion & Concrete Material Specialists 

• NDT Corporation     Non-destructive & Geophysical Testing Services 

• Soils & Engineering Services Inc. (SES)  Geotechnical Engineers 

• Burse Surveying & Engineering, Inc.  Surveying 

• Arteaga Construction, Inc    General Contractor 

 

METHODOLOGY 

Sampling locations were selected by team to represent the varied conditions of the precast concrete frame.  See 

Appendix A for photographs of locations. 

 

SUB-SOIL INVESTIGATION 

Geotechnical analysis of the bearing capacity of the pavers was performed prior to the introduction of the telescoping 

man lifts on to the paver paths, see appendix B for lift information.  Arteaga Construction performed select removal of 

pavers in both locations (1 & 2) where lifts will be operated.   Soils & Engineering Services Inc. (SES), Geotechnical 

Engineers performed field and laboratory analysis of soils under both lift locations, see appendix C. 

 

STRUCTURE SURVEY 

Two surveys were performed, pre and post of materials sampling operations to verify the exact location of the perimeter 

and if any movement occurred during testing.  Burse Surveying & Engineering, Inc. performed a total station survey of 

both locations using 7 targets each frame location, see addendum D.  No movement was detected, see appendix D.  

 

FOUNDATION OVERVIEW 

The foundation of the show dome is a pair of concentric rings, see plan S101.  These foundation rings are formed in 

either single segments (interior) or double segments (exterior) in each sector as noted on the plan.   The exterior 

primary foundation wall is located directly underneath the precast dome framing base providing its foundation.  The 



interior secondary foundation wall is offset to the interior creating a 5’-0” wide mechanical areaway with a top of areaway 

slab-on-grade approximately 8 feet below the interior grade (planting area) within the dome.  

 

The only visible faces of the pair of foundation walls is from within this areaway.  The interior side (towards the center 

of the dome) of interior wall ring is retaining the planting area soil.  The exterior face of the exterior wall is likewise only 

visible from within the areaway, although the wall extends above exterior grade and is cladded with a precast exposed 

aggregate panel. 

 

The exterior wall has a cast-in-place gutter which extends ¾ of the circumference of the foundation, omitted at the 

loading dock and interior lobby spaces.  This gutter was originally formed with water-stops and observations showed 

no issues with leaking into the show dome to the interior areaway below.  

  

FOUNDATION CONDITION ASSESSMENT 

Condition assessment of the concrete foundation was performed by Pierce Engineers via visual assessment, sounding, 

and sonic / ultrasonic testing of both faces of foundation from the below grade areaway.  Sonic / ultrasonic 

measurements are discussed in VCS, Table 5. 

 

Delamination soundings are denoted in the foundation plan survey & photos attached in appendix D.  Concrete wall 

delamination noted on plans were minor, most due to low concrete cover where reinforcing is near surface, with the 

largest area of 5sf.  Repair of all concrete wall and slab delaminations can be accomplished by conventional repair 

methods.  Conventional repair of delaminations by removing delaminated concrete to sound substrate exposing 

corroded reinforcing should be performed,  Perform surface preparation of concrete and steel reinforcing within patches 

via gritblasting to remove loose materials and bond inhibiting materials.  Place concrete repair mortar and provide 

breathable concrete coating for protection of low cover reinforcing.  



  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX A 
MATERIALS TESTING LOCATIONS 
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APPENDIX B 
BOOM LIFT SPECIFICATIONS 

 
 



Performance
Platform Height

E300AJ 30 ft 2 in.  9.19 m
E300AJP 29 ft 5 in.  8.96 m
E400AN/E400AJP/M400AJP/ 
E400AJPN/M400AJPN 40 ft 12.19 m
E450A/E450AJ/M450AJ 45 ft 13.72 m

Horizontal Outreach
E300AJ 20 ft 3 in.  6.17 m
E300AJP 20 ft 1 in.  6.12 m
E400AN 21 ft 2 in. 6.45 m
E400AJP/M400AJP/ 
E400AJPN/M400AJPN 22 ft 5 in.  6.83 m
E450A 23 ft 1 in.  7.04 m
E450AJ/M450AJ 23 ft 9 in.  7.24 m

Up and Over Height
E300AJ/E300AJP 13 ft 2 in.  4.01 m
E400AN/E400AJP/M400AJP/ 
E400AJPN/M400AJPN 21 ft 6 in.  6.55 m
E450A 24 ft 7 in.  7.49 m
E450AJ/M450AJ 25 ft 3 in.  7.7 m

Swing 360° Non-continuous
Platform Capacity 500 lb  227 kg
Platform Rotator 180° Hydraulic
Weight

E300AJ 15,060 lb  6,831 kg
E300AJP 15,400 lb  6,985 kg
E400AN 13,100 lb  5,942 kg
E400AJP/M400AJP 13,700 lb*  6,214 kg
E400AJPN/M400AJPN 14,900 lb*  6,759 kg
E450A 12,600 lb  5,715 kg
E450AJ/M450AJ 14,400 lb*  6,532 kg

Ground Bearing Pressure
E300AJ/E300AJP 170 psi  11.95 kg/cm2 

E400AN 95 psi  6.7 kg/cm2

E400AJP/M400AJP 80 psi  5.6 kg/cm2

E400AJPN/M400AJPN 185 psi  13 kg/cm2 

E450A 95 psi  6.7 kg/cm2

E450AJ/M450AJ 110 psi  7.6 kg/cm2  
Max Drive Speed   

E300AJ/E300AJP 4.5 mph  7.2 km/h
E400AN/E400AJP/M400AJP/ 
E400AJPN/M400AJPN  4.5 mph  7.2 km/h
E450A/E450AJ/M450AJP 4.5 mph 7.2 km/h

Gradeability 
E300AJ/E300AJP 25%  
E400AN/E400AJP/M400AJP/    
E400AJPN/M400AJPN 30%
E450A/E450AJ/M450AJP 30%  

Turning Radius (inside)
E300AJ/E300AJP 5 ft 1.52 m
E400AN  2 ft 10 in. .86 m
E400AJP/M400AJP 2 ft  .61 m  
E400AJPN/M400AJPN 2 ft 10 in. .86 m 
E450A/E450AJ/M450AJP 2 ft  .61 m

Turning Radius (outside)
E300AJ/E300AJP 10 ft 2 in. 3.1 m
E400AN/E400AJP/M400AJP/ 
E400AJPN/M400AJPN  10 ft 4 in. 3.15 m
E450A/E450AJ/M450AJP 10 ft 4 in. 3.15 m

*For M models, add 300 lb (136 kg).

Standard Specifications

Power Source
Electrical System  48V DC
Batteries 8 x 6V, 370 amp-hr (305 amp-hr on E300)
Drive Motors Dual Electric Traction—Brushless AC
Generator Set (M Models)
Diesel Engine Kubota 45 amp 6.7 hp 4.99 kW
Fuel Tank Capacity 4 gal.  15.2 L

Hydraulic System
 • E300AJ/E300AJP 2.1 gal. 7.95 L
 • E400AN/E400AJP/M400AJP/ 
E400AJPN/M400AJPN  4 gal.  15.14 L

 • E450A/E450AJ/M450AJP 4 gal. 15.14 L
 • Motor/Pump Permanent Magnet Motor/Gear Pump

Tires 
 • E300AJ/E300AJP 25 x 7 x 12 Non-marking 
 • E400AN/E400AJPN/M400AJPN (front) 22 x 6 x 17.5 Non-marking
 • E400AN/E400AJPN/M400AJPN (rear) 25 x 7 x 12 Non-marking
 • E400AJP/M400AJP 240/55-17.5 Pneumatic
 • E450A/E450AJ/M450AJ 240/55-17.5 Pneumatic 

Standard Features
 • Automatic Traction Control (ATC)
 • Side Entry Platform
 • 180 Degree Hydraulic Platform Rotator
 • 110V-AC Receptacle on Platform
 • Tilt Light and Alarm
 • Hourmeter

 • Battery Condition Indicator
 • Lifting/Tie Down Lugs
 • Horn
 • All Motion Alarm
 • Eight 6V 370 amp-hr Deep Cycle Batteries
 • Brushless AC Motors

Accessories & Options
 • Inward Self-closing Swing Gate
 • Platform Worklights 
 • Mesh to Top Rail—Bolt-on Aluminum
 • Acrylic Console Shield 

 • Cylinder Bellows
 • UL® EE Rating¹
 • Flashing Amber Beacon
 • Operator Tool Tray

1. Not available on Multi-powered models. 

E SERIES
ELECTRIC BOOM LIFTS

Lift used by domes staff

Rental for concrete sampleing work



JLG Industries, Inc.
1 JLG Drive
McConnellsburg, PA 17233-9533
Telephone 717-485-5161
Toll-free in US 877-JLG-LIFT
Fax 717-485-6417
www.jlg.com
An Oshkosh Corporation Company

Part No.: 3131119
R031810
Printed in USA

E SERIES
ELECTRIC BOOM LIFTS

E300 E400 E450

E/M400AJPE/M400AJP

A.Platform Size 
E300AJ 30 x 48 in. 0.76 x 1.22 m 
E300AJP 30 x 48 in. 0.76 x 1.22 m 
E400AN 30 x 48 in. 0.76 x 1.22 m 
E/M400AJP 30 x 60 in. 0.76 x 1.52 m 
E/M400AJPN 30 x 48 in. 0.76 x 1.22 m 
E450A 30 x 60 in. 0.76 x 1.52 m 
E/M450AJ 30 x 60 in. 0.76 x 1.52 m

B. Overall Width 
E300AJ 4 ft 1.22  m 
E300AJP 4 ft 1.22  m 
E400AN 4 ft 11 in. 1.5  m 
E/M400AJP 5 ft 9 in. 1.75  m 
E/M400AJPN 4 ft 11 in. 1.5  m 
E450A 5 ft 9 in. 1.75  m 
E/M450AJ 5 ft 9 in. 1.75  m

C. Tailswing 
E300AJ Zero 
E300AJP Zero 
E400AN 4 in. 10 cm 
E/M400AJP Zero 
E/M400AJPN 4 in. 10 cm 
E450A Zero 
E/M450AJ Zero

D. Stowed Height 
E300AJ 6 ft 7 in. 2.01  m 
E300AJP 6 ft 7 in. 2.01  m 
E400AN 6 ft 5.75 in. 1.97  m 
E/M400AJP 6 ft 7 in. 2.01  m 
E/M400AJPN 6 ft 5.75 in. 1.97  m 
E450A 6 ft 6 in. 1.98  m 
E/M450AJ 6 ft 7 in. 2.01  m

E. Stowed Length 
E300AJ 18 ft 2 in. 5.54  m 
E300AJP 18 ft 10 in. 5.74  m 
E400AN 18 ft 1 in. 5.51  m 
E/M400AJP 22 ft 6.71  m 
E/M400AJPN 22 ft 6.71  m 
E450A 19 ft 1 in. 5.82  m 
E/M450AJ 21 ft 2 in. 6.45  m

F. Wheelbase 
E300AJ 5 ft 5 in. 1.65 m 
E300AJP 5 ft 5 in. 1.65 m 
E400AN 6 ft 7 in. 2.01  m 
E/M400AJP 6 ft 7 in. 2.01  m 
E/M400AJPN 6 ft 7 in. 2.01  m 
E450A 6 ft 7 in. 2.01  m 
E/M450AJ 6 ft 7 in. 2.01  m

G. Ground Clearance 
E300AJ 4 in. 10 cm  
E300AJP 4 in. 10 cm 
E400AN 5 in. 13 cm 
E/M400AJP 8.5 in. 22 cm 
E/M400AJPN 5 in. 13 cm 
E450A 8.5 in. 22 cm  
E/M450AJ 8.5 in. 22 cm

Dimensions
All dimensions are approximate.

Reach Diagrams

The JLG “1 & 5” Warranty
We provide coverage for one (1) full year, and cover all specified major structural 
components for five (5) years. Due to continuous product improvements, we 
reserve the right to make specification and/or equipment changes without  
prior notification. This machine meets or exceeds applicable ANSI and CSA 
requirements based on machine configuration as originally manufactured for 
intended applications. Please reference the serial number plate on the machine  
for additional information.



  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX C 
GEOTECHNICAL REPORT 

 
 















  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX D 
SURVEY TARGET LOCATIONS 

MONITORING SURVEY RESULTS 
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APPENDIX E 
FOUNDATION CONDITION SURVEY & PHOTOS 
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4
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Introduction 
The Mitchell Park Horticultural Conservatory Complex consists of three conoidal domes (the 
Show Dome, the Tropical Dome and the Arid Dome), a central lobby and attached 
greenhouses.  The domes were constructed between 1959 and 1967 using precast 
concrete beams connected by weld plates into triangular shapes.  This concrete framing 
supports a network of aluminum framing members with wire-glass glazing.  The aluminum 
framing is attached to the concrete at weld plates located at the beam intersections “nodes” 
and midpoints of each member. 
 
Over time, the glazing seals have deteriorated, glass has cracked, and leaks have 
developed in the glazing.  Condensation and leaks reaching the weld plates used to attach 
the glazing to the concrete has caused corrosion and spalling of the adjacent concrete, 
resulting is small concrete chunks falling from above.  This spalling is a safety hazard for 
the public, so significant effort was taken to inspect and sound each weld plate (1730/dome), 
remove any loose concrete, and patch exposed reinforcing.  As an extra precaution, a 
stainless steel “chicken wire” netting was installed on the interior of the concrete frame to 
catch spalls before they reach the pedestrian walkways. 
 
Recent facility planning efforts have identified several options to address the deterioration 
of the glazing.  Modern glazing extrusions are not compatible with the existing system, so 
replacement is being considered in most of the options.  Pierce Engineers was hired by 
Milwaukee County to identify the overall structural condition of the concrete framing 
elements and to estimate the remaining service life of the concrete frame.  As part of the 
Pierce Engineering Team, Vector Corrosion Services (VCS) was subcontracted to perform 
a corrosion and material evaluation.  NDT Corporation was also engaged to conduct a non-
destructive evaluation of the concrete elements to inform the structural frame analysis of 
the Show Dome.  The intent of this materials evaluation is to conduct a representative 
sampling of the structural concrete frame to inform future rehabilitation strategies.  The 
rehabilitation options being considered focus on modernizing the glazing system.  Most of 
these glazing options require structural support from the existing concrete space frame.  
Therefore, determining the condition and remaining service life of the existing concrete 
framing and foundation is necessary information for the facility planning process. 
 
The focus of the evaluation reported herein was to identify the extent of concrete 
deterioration that cannot be observed through tactile inspection alone.  This includes 
corrosion activity, concrete degradation, concrete strength, condition of grout pockets, and 
weld plates.  A tactile inspection can identify the structures’ current physical condition (e.g. 
cracked and spalled concrete) while a materials and corrosion evaluation can identify what 
areas are currently corroding and will lead to physical damage in the future.  The objective 
of this evaluation was to identify the root cause of the deterioration, the extent of damage 
beyond the visual assessment, and to provide the information necessary to design lasting 
and effective repairs. 
 

Test Methods & Results 
 
This section describes the methods used by VCS and NDT Corporation to investigate the 
Show Dome concrete framing during May 28 through May 31, 2019 along with the results 
from those methods.  A detailed discussion regarding each result is provided along with 
conclusions and recommendations.   
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Two representative areas of the Show Dome were evaluated – they were located at the 
base of Sectors M and Q.  The locations of sectors were identified in the 2015 report by 
GRA�EF.  The typical sector shapes and connection details were identified in the original 
structural drawings on Sheet S-11. 
 

 
Figure 1: Sector Layout 

 
The naming convention used within the representative test areas is presented in Figure 2.  
A letter designation was used to identify the 12 weld plate joints, while a number designation 
was used for the 23 structural units evaluated in each representative test area. 
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Figure 2: Test Location Key for Area M, (Area Q is similar) Show Dome  
 
Ground Penetrating Radar Survey 
 
Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is a quick and effective way of identifying the location and 
depth of metal objects within reinforced concrete.  Steel reinforcement can be easily 
identified in a GPR scan due to the significant difference in the electromagnetic properties 
of steel and concrete.  As a result, the location and depth of steel elements (i.e. cover-depth) 
in concrete can be determined accurately and efficiently.   
 
Cover-depth is an important factor in determining the service life of a reinforced concrete 
structure.  There is a correlation between cover-depth and concrete durability; a reduced 
cover-depth exponentially impacts the durability of reinforced concrete structures.  
Inadequate cover-depth allows contaminates and moisture to reach the embedded steel 
much faster, which in turn initiates corrosion activity earlier in the structure’s life.  Inadequate 
cover-depth is also associated with early-age cracking, which provides a direct path for 
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corrosive agents to attack the steel. 
 
GPR scans were performed at random locations within Areas M and Q.  The measured 
cover-depths ranged from 0.1 inches to 2.3 inches, with an average cover-depth of 0.9 
inches and a standard deviation of 0.6 inches.  This indicates that in most locations the 
cover-depth in the concrete beams is between 0.3 to 1.5 inches.  The design cover depth 
should be 0.75 inches. 
 
Electrical Continuity 
 
Electrical continuity of the reinforcing is necessary for possible future corrosion mitigation 
by cathodic protection and to conduct efficient corrosion potential measurements.  In most 
cast-in-place reinforced concrete structures conventional reinforcement is electrically 
continuous due to the crossing of bars and tie wires.  If the reinforcement is found to be 
electrically isolated then continuity bonds will be required for the implementation of cathodic 
protection (CP).  Electrical continuity is verified by contacting various steel elements with 
the lead wires from a high impedance multi-meter using the DC millivolts and/or resistance 
settings.  As per ACI 222R-01 Standard in Section 4.3.1.6a, if the potential difference 
between the reinforcing elements is less than one (1.0) mV, or one (1.0) ohms, then the 
reinforcing steel is deemed electrically continuous. 
 
Electrical continuity was measured between the reinforcement within the same concrete 
beam and between beams across the weld plates.  All reinforcement was found to be 
electrically continuous.  If a form of CP were to be applied to the Dome concrete frame, a 
more robust evaluation of electrical continuity would be required during the construction 
phase of the CP.  However, it is expected that the construction process indicated on the 
drawings (welding the reinforcing at each intersection; and wire ties between the two bars 
in each beam) would require very few continuity corrections. 
 
Corrosion Potential Survey 
 
To identify locations with a high probability of active corrosion, corrosion potential 
measurements were collected in Areas M and Q in accordance with ASTM C876 Standard 
Test Method for Corrosion Potentials of Uncoated Reinforcing Steel in Concrete using a 
copper/copper sulfate (CSE) reference electrode.  To collect corrosion potential 
measurements, the CSE reference electrode is placed on the concrete surface with a 
saturated sponge used to make an electrical couple with the concrete.  The reference 
electrode is then connected to the negative terminal of a volt-meter.  The positive terminal 
of the volt-meter is connected to the embedded reinforcement of the structure under 
investigation.  The magnitude and spatial variation of the measured potentials provides the 
probability for active corrosion at the testing location.   
 
A generally accepted interpretation of normalized CSE measurements is provided in the 
appendix of ASTM C876 (Table 1).  It is important to understand that the interpretation 
values provided in ASTM C876 are a general guideline based on values normalized to 72 
degrees Fahrenheit, and are not absolute values.  These threshold values can shift based 
on the concentration of moisture and oxygen in the concrete, as well as other environmental 
factors like temperature.   
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Table 1: ASTM C867 Interpretation of Data 
Corrosion Potential Probability of Active Corrosion 

< -350 mV 90% 
- 350 mV to -200 mV Uncertain 

> −200 mV 10% 
 
Corrosion potential measurement were collected on the structural units within M and Q at 
four locations designated A-D and the measured values are presented in Table 2 and Table 
3, respectively.  All the measurements were above -350 mV, which indicates a low 
probability of active corrosion.  However, another effective method of interpreting corrosion 
potential data is to look at the relative change in potential between two adjacent 
measurements.  Significant potential difference (delta or gradient analysis) between two 
locations indicates a high probability of active corrosion.  The delta values were calculated 
for all the measurements to better assess the probability of corrosion and are included in 
Table 2 and Table 3.  A delta value of 100 mV in 2 ft was used to indicate probable active 
corrosion.  Delta values of 100 mV or higher are highlighted in red in Table 2 and Table 3.   
 
It is clear from the delta analysis that despite low corrosion potential values recorded for all 
the structural units, there are still some areas with a reasonable probability for active 
corrosion.  These areas of active corrosion were located predominantly at the weld plates 
where cracking or poorly consolidated grout was observed.  The location and direction of 
the voltage gradients indicates the probability of corrosion as illustrated in Figure 4 and 
Figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 3: Corrosion Potential Testing 
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Table 2: Corrosion Potential Values Collected in Area M 

 Measured Values Calculated Delta 
Structural 

Unit A (Top) B C D (Bot) A-B B-C C-D 

1 -128 -75 obstructed obstructed 53 obstructed obstructed 
2 -88 14 obstructed obstructed 102 obstructed obstructed 
3 -130 -108 obstructed obstructed 22 obstructed obstructed 
4 -50 64 98 -33 114 34 131 
5 -56 -12 -24 -130 44 12 106 
6 -68 -102 -84 -142 34 18 58 

6N 5 28 -48 -71 23 76 23 
7 15 69 78 -21 54 9 99 
8 -222 24 -27 -9 246 51 18 
9 -53 123 65 -59 176 58 124 

10 -156 64 100 5 220 36 95 
11 -10 100 116 -12 110 16 128 
12 -50 5 -42 -20 55 47 22 

12N 30 77 147 34 47 70 113 
13 -113 36 62 -241 149 26 303 
14 -25 -62 -67 -213 37 5 146 
15 -63 48 -60 -160 111 108 100 
16 26 51 44 -64 25 7 108 
17 40 90 -12 -93 50 102 81 
18 -37 -117 -105 -145 80 12 40 

18N -1 -15 5 -65 14 20 70 
19 -19 69 102 -35 88 33 137 
20 38 54 60 -26 16 6 86 
21 40 50 63 17 10 13 46 
22 33 39 45 8 6 6 37 
23 111 100 125 75 11 25 50 
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Table 3: Corrosion Potential Values Collected in Area Q 
 Measured Values Calculated Delta 

Structural 
Unit A B C D A-B B-C C-D 

1 -74 -80 obstructed obstructed 6 obstructed obstructed 
2 -37 11 30 obstructed 48 19 obstructed 
3 -106 -61 -78 obstructed 45 17 obstructed 
4 -28 -30 -39 -64 2 9 25 
5 -63 47 25 -18 110 22 43 
6 -112 -48 -50 -62 64 2 12 

6R -8 43 32 -19 51 11 51 
7 4 107 87 4 103 20 83 
8 -120 6 33 17 126 27 16 
9 41 74 94 -49 33 20 143 

10 -30 125 118 83 155 7 35 
11 64 105 66 19 41 39 47 
12 -83 2 63 -23 85 61 86 

12R -3 21 33 75 24 12 42 
13 -33 77 60 -55 110 17 115 
14 84 -26 -17 -60 110 9 43 
15 55 75 76 -33 20 1 109 
16 127 109 27 -26 18 82 53 
17 104 121 84 7 17 37 77 
18 13 23 -19 -30 10 42 11 

18R -31 -30 -26 -47 1 4 21 
19 77 90 92 105 13 2 13 
20 57 43 38 14 14 5 24 
21 162 105 95 91 57 10 4 
22 101 129 93 91 28 36 2 
23 46 81 88 51 35 7 37 

 
It is clear from the gradient analysis illustrated in Figure 4 and Figure 5 that Joint F has the 
potential for corrosion activity in both test areas.  Joint F was selected in both test areas for 
concrete removal to expose the embedded weld plates.  
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Figure 4: Corrosion Potential Delta Values for 

Area M 

 
Figure 5: Corrosion Potential Delta Values for 

Area Q 
 
Sonic/Ultrasonic Measurements 
 
Compressional (P-wave), Shear (S-wave) Wave Velocity Measurements 
The sonic/ultrasonic data was acquired with a system designed by NDT Corporation to 
acquire pulse-velocity (PV) data for concrete condition assessment and flaw detection.  This 
system uses a projectile impact energy source and an array of sensors.  This test 
determines the time required for a compressional and shear wave to travel from the impact 
point to each of the sensors. Compressional and shear wave velocity values are calculated 
using the travel times and the distance between the impact point and sensors.  
Sonic/ultrasonic compressional and shear wave transmission velocity values are used to 
determine the elastic deformational characteristics of the concrete, including Young's 
modulus, bulk modulus, and shear modulus values as well as Poisson's ratio.  From these 
values, empirical relationships to compressive strength have been developed (Malhotra, V. 
M., Carino, N. J. , eds, CRC Handbook on Nondestructive Testing of Concrete, 1991).  In 
general, areas of lower than average velocity indicate areas of weak concrete due to internal 
cracking, or poor consolidation otherwise known as honey combing; areas of higher than 
average velocity indicate competent concrete.  A more detailed description of the 
sonic/ultrasonic testing method is provided in Appendix A. 
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Sonic/ultrasonic surface measurements were 
conducted at the quarter point (two locations 
per member) of each of the structural 
members 1 through 23 for Element M and Q.  
Compressive strengths calculated using the 
stress wave velocity relationship for the 
structural units tested in elements M and Q are 
presented in Figure 7 and Figure 8.  Locations 
where the average strength is less than 5,000 
psi correspond to lower than average 
compressional and shear wave velocities and 
are indicative of increased cracking and 
deterioration.  These locations have been 
highlighted in orange.  Statistical summary of 
this data is presented in Table 4.   

 
 
 

 

  
Figure 7: Sonic/Ultrasonic Compressive 

Strengths Measured in Element M 

 
Figure 8: Sonic/Ultrasonic Compressive 

Strengths Measured in Element Q 
 
  

Figure 6: Sonic Testing for Concrete 
Strength  
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Table 4: Sonic/Ultrasonic Compressive Strength Statistics for Precast Concrete Beams 

Element 
Average 

Compressive 
Strength (psi) 

Standard 
Deviation 

Minimum 
Strength (psi) 

Maximum 
Strength (psi) 

M 5,500 1,150 2,300 7,400 
Q 5,400 1,100 3,100 7,100 

Overall 5,500 1,120 2,300 7,400 
 
Overall, the compressive strengths in Areas M and Q were very similar.  The average 
compressive strengths of the concrete beams in each area were both in excess of 5,000 
psi, although areas of low compressive strength were identified in both areas.  Fracturing 
or cracking is the primary cause of concrete element weakening. Cracking can occur from 
over stress, restrained volume change, or deterioration mechanisms such as ASR or 
corrosion.  Cracks can be oriented horizontally below the surface (delaminations), or 
vertically in a transverse or longitudinal direction or a combination of all of the above. 
Delaminations (horizontal cracking) commonly occur as a result of water infiltration to the 
top layer of reinforcing steel, which results in corrosion and swelling of the bars that 
eventually fractures the concrete. Longitudinal and transverse cracking can occur as a result 
of loading or restrained volume change. Cracking typically begins as microcracks 
(undetectable to the naked eye) and progresses to observable macrocracks as the result of 
continual loading and unloading. This process can be accelerated by water infiltration into 
the cracks and freeze-thaw cycles, reactive aggregate reactions, or transport of aggressive 
salts and initiation of corrosion.  
 
In addition to the concrete beams, sonic/ultrasonic measurements were conducted on 
interior and exterior foundations located directly below Area M, and this data is presented 
in Table 5.  Compressive strengths of interior and exterior foundations were very similar, 
and no areas of significant strength reduction were observed. 
 

Table 5: Sonic/Ultrasonic Compressive Strength Statistics for Foundations in Element M 
Interior 

Foundation 
Compressive 
Strength (psi)  Exterior 

Foundation 
Compressive 
Strength (psi) 

1 6400  1 8000 
2 6500  2 8000 
3 7400  3 7900 
4 7400  4 8000 
5 7800  5 8000 
6 7900  6 8000 
7 6800  7 6600 
8 6500  8 7000 
9 7500  9 7000 

10 7900  10 6900 
Average 7,200  Average 7,500 
Standard 
deviation 600  Standard 

deviation 580 

 
Waveform Analysis/Signal Quality 
Waveform analysis/signal quality uses the same system designed by NDT Corporation to 
acquire pulse-velocity data.  The sonic/ultrasonic system uses an energy impact source to 
induce a sharp vibration wave (pulse) into the concrete and receiving sensors record the 
arrival (time) of the energy wave through the concrete.  Using the sensor array with set 
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distances, the compressional and shear wave velocities can be calculated. However, due 
to field conditions and configuration of the concrete elements this is not always feasible.  In 
these cases, waveform and signal quality can be used for a general qualitative assessment 
to identify potential internal flaws such as cracking, debonding, delamination, segregation, 
etc.  
 
Internal flaws (cracking, bonding/de-bonding, delamination, segregation, etc.) which impede 
the propagation of the energy wave through the concrete not only slow the velocity of the 
compressional and shear waves but also affect the shape of the waveform.  Signal 
amplitude, attenuation, and frequency content are affected. 
 
The presence of internal flaws will have the following effects: 
 1) lower velocity, and lower strength 
 2) decreased amplitude of the signal 
 3) disruption of signal attenuation 
 4) filter high frequencies from the signal 
 
Delaminations or “voiding” may also be detected by the presence of a “drum-head” 
frequency.  The low rolling “drum-head” frequency is caused by the flexing of a “relatively” 
thin layer of concrete overlaying a void/delamination.  The waveforms shown in Figure 9 
(data collected on this project) are indicative of these conditions. 
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Figure 9: Typical Waveforms and Their Interpretation  

  
Grouted Shear Keys 
Surface PV was used to directly measure the compressional wave velocity values through 
the concrete/grout joint at each of the member intersections (shear keys) A – L to assess 
the quality of the bond between the concrete and the grout.  Three measurements were 
conducted at each member intersection with the array centered across the grout joint.  The 
configuration for the impact source and sensor location used for the shear key assessment 
is shown in Figure 11.  The test results for all the shear keys in Area M and Q are presented 
in Figure 12 and Figure 13, respectively.  The poor bonding is indicated by the red arrows, 
partial bonding is indicated by the yellow arrows, and green arrows indicate good bonding. 
 

 
Figure 10: Original Detail at Grouted Weld Plates 

 

    
  

  
  

       
  

  
   

       
  
  
  

Poor/no Bonding (cracking/poor grout high potential for delamination/voiding)
Poor signal quality

Signal dominated by Low frequency "Drum-head"
Poor signal attenuation
High frequencies filtered
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Figure 11: Shear Key Testing Configuration 

 

 
Figure 12: Shear Key Testing of Element M 

 
Figure 13: Shear Key Testing of Element Q 

 

 
 
Joints E and G for Areas M and Q do not have grout joints. The measured compressional 
wave velocities were high and the signal quality was “good” at these locations.  The vertical 
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component for joints A, B, C, D, and I, J, K, L did not cross the grout joint for these units 
and in most cases the compressional wave velocities are high and the signal quality is 
“good”.  A summary of the results is provided in Table 6.  Majority of the joints had poor 
bonding, and only 10% of the joints in Area M and 20% in Area Q were determined to have 
good bonding. 
 

Table 6: Shear Key Testing Results 
Joint Element M Element Q 

A Partial Bonding Partial Bonding 
B Poor/No Bonding Partial Bonding 

C Partial Bonding 
 Poor/No Bonding 

D Partial Bonding 
 Poor/No Bonding 

E N/A N/A 
F Well-Bonded Well-Bonded 
G N/A N/A 
H Poor/No Bonding Well-Bonded 
I Poor/No Bonding Poor/No Bonding 
J Poor/No Bonding Poor/No Bonding 
K Poor/No Bonding Poor/No Bonding 
L Poor/No Bonding Partial Bonding 

Total Well-Bonded 1 (10%) 2 (20%) 
Total Partially Bonded 3 (30%) 3 (30%) 

Total Poor Bonding 6 (60%) 5 (50%) 
 
Element Connection Weld Plates 
Sonic/ultrasonic measurements of the weld plates were conducted through the member with 
the high frequency energy source located on one face of the element and the sensor at the 
same location on the opposing face of the element approximately 1-2 inch from the glazing 
frame connection as shown in Figure 14. These measurements are intended to provide a 
general assessment of the internal condition of the grout around and behind the weld plates.  
Confirmation openings were created at joint F for both Areas M and Q. 
 

  
Figure 14: Weld Plate Testing Configuration 

 
The test results are presented in Figure 15 and Figure 16, which are also included in 
Appendix B in a larger format.  Based on signal quality and confirmation openings at Joint 
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F for both Element M and Q, the data was sorted into four (4) categories.   
1. Well-Bonded – good signal quality indicated by the green circles in Figure 15 and 

Figure 16 
2. Partial Bonding – (cracking/poor grout) – fair signal quality indicated by orange 

circles  
3. Poor/No Bonding – (cracking/poor grout) – poor signal quality indicated by red 

circles  
4. Poor/No Bonding – (cracking/poor grout high potential for delamination/ voiding) – 

poor signal quality indicated by red circles with squares  
 
 

 
Figure 15: Weld Plate Testing of Element M 

 
Figure 16: Weld Plate Testing of Element Q 

 

 
 
 A summary of these test results in presented in Table 7.   
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 Table 7: Weld Plate Testing Results 
Category Element M Element Q Combined 

Well-bonded 29 (44%) 17 (29%) 46 (36.8%) 
Partially bonded 22 (33%) 17 (29%) 39 (31.2%) 

Poor/ No bonding 7 (11%) 12 (20%) 19 (15.2%) 
Poor/No bond – 
potential void 8 (12%) 13 (22%) 21 (16.8%) 

 
Element Mid-Point Weld Plates  
Sonic/ultrasonic measurements for element plates were conducted in a through member 
configuration.  A single measurement was conducted at each member with the energy 
source positioned opposite the middle sensor of a 3 sensor array (sensors spaced 6 inches) 
approximately 1-2 inch from the glazing anchor point as shown in Figure 14. These 
measurements provide a general assessment of the internal condition of the integrally cast 
weld plates.  
 

 
Figure 17: Mid-Point Weld Plate Detail 

 
The data was classified based in signal quality using the same four categories as used for 
the connection weld plates.  The results are presented in Figure 18 and Figure 19.   
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Figure 18: Element Plate Testing of Element M 

 
Figure 19: Element Plate Testing of Element Q 

 

 
 
Table 8 presents a summary of the assessed quality of contact between the cast-in weld 
plates to the concrete at the center of each member.  
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Table 8: Intermediate Weld Plate Testing Results 
Category Segment M Segment Q Combined 
Well-bonded 25 (38%) 22 (34%) 47 (35.6%) 
Partially bonded 24 (36%) 14 (21%) 38 (28.8%) 
Poor/ No bonding 9   (14%) 12 (18%) 21 (15.9%) 
Poor/No bond - void? 8   (12%) 18 (27%) 26 (19.7%) 

 
Table 8 indicates similar quantities as Table 7 for the quality of contact between the weld 
plates and the concrete.  However, the “poor bond” finding is more likely the result of a small 
air gap between the weld plate and the concrete than any other phenomenon.  These weld 
plates were cast into the concrete, so it is plausible that the process of welding and thermal 
movements of the glazing may have influenced or loosened the plates slightly.  Visual 
observations indicate the weld plates are intact and in good shape.  If a small air gap was 
present when it was originally cast, the air gap would register as a potential void in this test 
arrangement.   
 
Vertical Grout Pockets  
Sonic/ultrasonic though measurements were conducted with the energy source (high 
frequency energy source) located on one face of the structure and a single sensor located 
at the same location on the opposing face of the element. These measurements provide a 
general assessment of the internal condition of the grout pocket/shear key formed where 
sectors join.  
 

  
Figure 20: Vertical Sector-to-Sector Connection Detail and Test Arrangement 

 
Measurements were performed at eight locations in each Area M and Q, with a total of 16 
tested locations.  The same four categories as described previously were used to categorize 
the measurements based on signal quality.  It was determined that 11 measurements (69%) 
in both elements indicated that the grout pockets were well-bonded and 5 measurements 
(31%) indicated partial bonding of the grout pockets.  These results are illustrated in Figure 
21 and Figure 22.  It is important to note that no vertical grout joints were categorized as 
voided. 
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Figure 21: Vertical Grout Pockets Testing of 

Element M 

 
Figure 22: Vertical Grout Pockets Testing of 

Element Q 
 

 
 
Concrete Material Sampling 
 
In addition to non-destructive methods, concrete material sampling was conducted to gain 
an understanding of the ingress of carbonation and the amount of chloride ion contamination 
within the concrete matrix.   
 
Concrete Chloride Sampling 
Reinforcing steel in concrete is protected from corrosion by the high alkalinity of the concrete 
pore solution, typically greater than a pH of 12.  The high pH of the pore solution causes 
formation of a passivating oxide film on the surface of rebar, effectively sealing it and 
preventing corrosion.  Corrosion of reinforced concrete exposed to deicing salt chemicals 
is typically initiated by chloride ions, which have the ability to break down the passivating 
film. Chloride ions diffuse from the concrete surface, and once their concentration at 
reinforcement depth reaches a threshold value, corrosion is initiated.  The generally 
accepted chloride threshold for the initiation of corrosion at the depth of steel in reinforced 
concrete is 350 ppm.  Concrete can also contain background chlorides, which were either 
admixed into fresh concrete or are naturally present in the aggregates, the mix water, or 
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cementitious products.   
 
Admixed chlorides could be present in the concrete as a result of using chloride-containing 
chemical admixtures, or the use of seawater instead of potable water.  Admixed chlorides 
and chloride ions that diffuse into the concrete from the environment are referred to as “free” 
chlorides and are responsible for chloride-induced corrosion in reinforced concrete.  
Chlorides present in the aggregate are chemically bound and are not able to initiate 
corrosion.   
 
Concrete samples were collected from the structure to evaluate the level of chloride 
contamination and the risk for corrosion activity of the steel reinforcing per ASTM C1152 
Standard Test Method for Acid-Soluble Chloride in Mortar and Concrete, which measures 
the concentration of both free and bound chlorides.  The concrete samples were collected 
in the form of powder samples obtained by drilling into the concrete beams in 0.5-inch depth 
increments.  The results of the chloride testing are presented in Table 9. 
 

Table 9: Chloride Concentration in Precast Concrete Beams 
 Chloride Concentration (ppm) 

Sample Location Depth 0-0.5 in Depth 0.5-1 in 
Q10 385 422 
Q15 417 409 
M7 380 498 

 
Generally, the amount of bound chlorides in a concrete mix is low, below 100 ppm, and 
determination of acid-soluble chlorides is typically sufficient to evaluate corrosion risk.  
However, dolomitic limestone and other aggregates commonly found in the Great Lakes 
Region are known to have high concentrations of background chlorides.  Although the 
chloride concentration in the beams was above the typical corrosion initiation threshold, no 
significant decrease in chloride concentration was observed with increasing depth, and no 
wide-spread corrosion deterioration was observed.  This indicates that the high chloride 
concentration is likely due to bound chlorides present in the aggregate. 
 
Carbonation Depth 
The depth of carbonation into the concrete can indicate the risk for corrosion activity.  
Carbonation lowers the concrete’s pH as carbon dioxide diffuses into moist concrete.  If the 
pH of the concrete surrounding the reinforcing steel is lowered below pH 11, depassivation 
of the reinforcing begins and general corrosion initiates.  Carbonation can cause corrosion 
in concrete that has not been contaminated with chlorides and can also propagate along 
cracked surfaces.  In chloride-contaminated concrete, carbonation can work in tandem with 
chlorides to initiate corrosion much more quickly.   
 
To identify the depth of the carbonation front in concrete, 16 holes were drilled in elements 
M and Q and sprayed with a phenolphthalein indicator solution to indicate pH.  The indicator 
solution changes to a pink/purple color at pH greater than 9.5.  If the concrete is not colored 
purple or pink, the concrete has a pH less than 9.5.  This indicates the depth of carbonated 
concrete; if the solution turns purple or pink on the concrete then that is an indication of 
uncarbonated or alkaline concrete.  The measured depth of carbonation ranged from 0 to 
0.25 inches, with an average carbonation depth of 0.09 inches.  Considering the average 
reinforcement cover-depth of the concrete beams was determined to be 0.9 inches, there 
is little to no risk of corrosion due to carbonation. 
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Figure 23: Carbonation Depth Testing 

 
 
Joint F Openings 
 
Two openings were made to expose the weld plates at Joint F in both test areas.  This joint 
is a “hub” location where several beam elements combine at one hexagonal weld plate, as 
shown in Figure 10.  These weld plates are located on the glass-side of the concrete frame, 
with a hemi-spherically shaped glazing frame connection hub welded to it.  The distance 
between the glass and the concrete frame is less than eight inches.  Concrete removal in 
both locations was limited to the top half of the weld plate to expose the exterior reinforcing 
of vertical member No. 14 that is welded to the plate.   
 
Joint F was selected because the corrosion gradient analysis indicated that it was likely for 
corrosion activity to be present.  We made the opening by drilling several holes into the 
concrete joint, then using a small chipping hammer to remove the cover concrete.  While 
doing so we noticed a crack developed in the paint that outlined a square block-out.  We 
placed the chipping hammer on the crack and removed the poorly consolidated grout 
sample shown in Figure 24.  Additional images are provided in Figure 25. 
 

 
Figure 24: Area M Joint F and Grout Chunk 
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Figure 25: Opening of Weld Plate F in Area M.   

 
The top left photo in Figure 25 shows the overall corrosion activity is very superficial.  Rust 
stains on the concrete grout chunk indicate that the corrosion activity occurred in situ.  It 
was not “pre-rusted”.  The weld plates also show some minor localized corrosion of the 
rebar, along the edges, and near the weld for the horizontal beam framing into it.  All these 
areas can be considered as general surface corrosion caused by moisture in grout voids.  
There was no apparent section loss to either plate.   
 
The top right photo shows the void we found behind the weld plate and if you zoom in on 
the reinforcing there are some grinder marks from the welding preparation that appear to 
have rusted and resulted in some section loss.  The bottom photo provides the blockout 
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dimension.   
 

   
Figure 26: Opening of Weld Plate F in Area Q 

 
The weld Plate in Area Q was similar, but had significantly less visible corrosion activity.  
Note the clean, smooth back surface of the blockout in the right photo.  This smooth 
concrete surface made grout removal relatively easy.  It appears that the grout was probably 
“dry-packed” and may never have bonded to this surface.  This weld plate had a much 
thinner gap behind the plate, approx. ¼ inch, but it also had a little corrosion activity and 
grinder marks on the reinforcing just above the weld plate.  The overall condition of the weld 
plate was excellent, with shear marks still present.  The outer weld plate, where the glazing 
hub is welded had corrosion along the top edge, as seen in the left photo, where it was 
exposed to moisture infiltration.  No section loss occurred.  All corrosion observed can be 
considered general surface corrosion.    
 
 
Interpretation of Results 
Summary of Findings 

1. GPR survey indicates that concrete cover ranged from 0.1 to 2.3 inches with a mean 
of 0.9 inches and standard deviation of 0.6 inches.   

2. The reinforcing steel was found to be electrically continuous. 
3. Corrosion potentials indicate the reinforcing is generally passive, due to the mostly 

dry concrete frame.  However, potential gradient analysis indicate that corrosion is 
likely at the weld plates.   

4. Concrete strength estimates obtained from the sonic survey indicate good 
compressive strength.  Using the relationship for calculating design strength from 
the mean and standard deviation of test results contained in the ACI building code, 
the approximate design strength, 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐′ = 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 1.34 𝑆𝑆 is for: 

a. beams - 4,000 psi.   
b. foundation – 6,400 psi 

5. Wave analysis across the shear keys at intersections generally shows poor or partial 
bonding.  This means that it is likely the grout in the shear keys is honeycombed, 
poorly bonded, or does not completely fill the shear keys. 

6. Wave analysis of the weld plate tests indicates roughly 1/3 are fully bonded, 1/3 are 
partially bonded, and 1/3 are poorly bonded or voided.  Figure 13 and Figure 14 
illustrate that 1 out of 23 weld plates was fully bonded at all sides, 2 out of 23 were 
entirely poor and that 20 of the 23 the weld plates were a mixed bag with 
combinations of good, partial, and poor signal transmission though the weld plates 
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at different locations.  This leads to the conclusion that the original grout has either 
deteriorated or was never completely consolidated.   

7. Intermediate weld plates had similar proportions of good and poor bonding that 
element connection weld plates had.  However, these weld plates were cast in place.  
Visual observation of the weld plates indicates that they are sound and in good 
condition.  These weld plates are not defective.  The sonic data indicates that about 
1/3 may have an air gap between the concrete and plate. 

8. Vertical grout joints between double members were found to be in good condition. 
9. Chloride content of the concrete appeared to be elevated, but there was no external 

gradient, so chloride was either admixed or bound in the aggregates.  
10. Carbonation was minimal with a mean carbonation depth less than 0.1 inch. 
11. Openings confirmed mild corrosion activity occurring at weld plates that were either 

exposed to external moisture, not completely grouted, or where the grout was not 
fully consolidated. 

 
Discussion 
Overall, the findings indicate that the SHOW DOME concrete frame is in reasonably good 
condition.  Concrete members are sound, it has good design strength, and is not showing 
signs of progressive deterioration from any of the common distress mechanisms (corrosion, 
reactive aggregate, freeze-thaw, chemical attack).  The problems identified stem from initial 
design and construction.  So, if the representative areas tested are actually representative 
of the overall conditions, the SHOW DOME concrete frame can last several more decades 
if a few maintenance interventions are included in any future glazing replacement effort.  
There really is no deterioration mechanism other than the very mild corrosion found that 
should shorten the life of the SHOW DOME. 
 
Recommended concrete frame maintenance activities to include with glazing replacement: 

1. Evaluation of members: (similar to openings at joint F).  The idea here is to identify 
the areas where intervention is warranted.  If this step is not included, do step 2 at 
100% of joints. 

a. Verify soundness of grout behind weld plates using sonic through-member 
testing identified in Figure 14 through Figure 16. 

b. Conduct a corrosion potential survey to locate joints with corrosion activity.  
2. Remove grout, clean, and repack grout in unsound areas, and/or joints with 

corrosion activity (this could be roughly 1/3 of the 350 total panel to panel weld joints. 
(14 per sector, 25 sectors = 350: see joints identified on original drawing S-11 as A 
through H plus 6 vertical panel to panel joints per sector) 

a. Consider adding small grouted-in galvanic anodes at corroding areas.   
b. Consider paint removal and treating all joints with a penetrating low-viscosity 

primer (MMA or Epoxy based) and epoxy-urethane coating to prevent 
moisture penetration into grout pockets. 

3. Remove all thin concrete edges at all weld plates, clean and coat the edges of weld 
plates with a zinc-rich primer, followed by a low-viscosity primer and epoxy-urethane 
coating after any new welding operations. 

4. Paint: clean or strip and recoat throughout.  (Any top coating will need to be 
compatible with the existing.) 

 
The rationale for these recommended activities is that we found no serious deterioration 
mechanisms in play, but we did find defects associated with initial construction quality 
control that could become problematic if left unattended.   
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At this time in the SHOW DOME, the observed corrosion activity at the two openings was 
superficial.  We do not know if these observations are representative of the overall 
population of weld plates, but we believe it is.  In a situation where there is a large quantity 
of repeating construction details, a range of conditions will exist in the total population.  The 
population will have some elements in better and in worse condition, so it is prudent to take 
advantage of the opportunity to identify and correct the deficiency when the opportunity 
presents itself. 
 
The opportunity to address these conditions efficiently is when the glazing is removed, and 
scaffolding is in place. 
 
Description of grout pocket deterioration mechanism 
The limited corrosion activity identified in the show dome is associated with poorly 
consolidated grout at blockouts formed for panel to panel connection weld plates.  When it 
rains, water leaking through the failed glazing flows along the members and enters small 
cracks at the perimeter of grout pockets and finds its way to the reinforcing.  The moisture 
will leech some ions from the concrete that will reduce the local pH along the crack.  Over 
time, neutral or low pH moisture contacts the weld plates or reinforcing at the voids, and 
general surface corrosion begins. 
 
The areas with intimate grout contact are not at risk, it is the voids that cause problems.  
When moisture contacts bare steel in a void, general surface corrosion similar to 
atmospheric corrosion begins.  If the corrosion activity is supported by the local 
environment, it will continue inside the void.  In wet environments, section loss could 
become significant.  However, in the SHOW DOME it is mostly dry so most of the moisture 
that enters cracks at the perimeter of the grouted block outs is likely absorbed by the dry 
concrete.  It is only when enough moisture enters the cracks that corrosion occurs.  So, the 
corrosion activity is limited and periodic in the SHOW DOME. 
 
Carbonation 
The wide range of concrete cover found in the SHOW DOME is most likely representative 
of all three domes.  Carbonation progresses inward when concrete goes through wet-dry 
cycles.  When it dries, carbon dioxide in the air reacts with the moisture at the drying front 
to create bicarbonate and carbonic acid, which is buffered/neutralized by free hydroxide ion.  
The result is a precipitate of calcium carbonate with neutral pH.  Over time, this reduced pH 
front progresses inward until it contacts reinforcing.  The reinforcing corrodes when the pH 
falls below 11, so low cover reinforcing in porous concrete subject to wet-dry cycles is at 
risk for carbonation. 
 
The first line of defense against carbonation is to block carbon dioxide and moisture from 
the concrete using a quality barrier coating.  A barrier has been applied to the concrete 
frame of all three domes, but some of the bars are so close to the surface that corrosion 
has already initiated.  In those cases, repair of the spalls and installation of a small galvanic 
anode to prevent further corrosion is warranted. 
 
Application of Findings to Other Domes 
Arid Dome: 
The ARID DOME is functionally similar to the SHOW DOME from the concrete’s 
perspective.  When it rains, water leaks through the glazing and flows along the concrete 
frame until it drips off or finds its way into a crack.  Maintenance recommendations and 
estimated quantities for the ARID and SHOW domes should be similar.  The environment 
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in the ARID dome is drier, so the potential for deeper carbonation is greater.  We expect 
slightly deeper carbonation in the ARID dome, but the overall conditions are the same as 
the SHOW DOME so maintenance recommendations should not differ.  
 
Tropical Dome: 
The TROPICAL DOME has a very moist environment, so corrosion distress will have 
advanced further in this dome if the construction quality is similar to what we found in the 
SHOW DOME.  If there are limited funds, the county should consider replacement of the 
TROPICAL DOME glazing first.  We walked through the TROPICAL DOME during our time 
on site and identified numerous locations where low-cover concrete had spalled, 
presumably from corrosion.  These areas were coated with what appeared to be a zinc-rich 
primer.  This primer is a good stop-gap measure to minimize staining.  However, the primer 
is not durable long-term.   
 
Concrete patch repairs are needed. Small galvanic anodes that can be drilled and grouted 
between the reinforcing bars to protect low cover areas.  Galvanic anodes should be 
coupled with repairs inside this dome, primarily because the members are so slender that 
adding concrete cover would become an eyesore.  Galvanic cathodic protection is the only 
thing that has been proven to stop corrosion after it has initiated. 
 
The coating on the TROPICAL DOME concrete frame has failed.  Large areas of peeling 
and flaking coating are present everywhere and algae is growing on most of it.  Removal 
and replacement of the coating in the TROPICAL DOME is necessary for aesthetics and to 
protect the concrete.   
 
Weld plates in the TROPICAL DOME are exposed to constant moisture.  It is likely that 
there is more significant corrosion on the surface plates than the internal grouted element 
connection plates.  In this environment, the surface plates are likely to have the most 
corrosion distress.  The same maintenance activities should apply, but there may be some 
situations where corrosion has initiated under the plate and section loss of the plate or 
anchor weld may have occurred.  If so, structural assessment and a surface plate repair 
detail is needed.  If plate replacement is needed, it can be determined easily once the 
existing glazing is removed and scaffolding is in place.  Please understand that we have no 
proof of any significant durability issues with these plates.  We are simply cautioning that 
the environment of the TROPICAL DOME is more conducive to corrosion distress, so the 
potential exists for more significant distress than what was found in the SHOW DOME. 
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APPENDIX A 
Background Information for Ultrasound Measurements on Concrete 
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APPENDIX B 
Test Plots 
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